Northern Red's Gunfighter Pistol Course is focused on making the end user more capable and competent with their chosen or assigned pistol.

Northern Red emphasizes the fundamentals of pistol marksmanship and increase the student’s ability to properly manipulate their weapon system. All marksmanship courses begin with a diagnostic and continuously add skills and discussions of the standards armed professional are held to. Emphasizing the basics throughout and examine the “Why” behind all covered topics will leave the students with no questions left unanswered. The major targeted learning objectives are; Fundamentals of pistol marksmanship, weapon manipulation, balancing speed and accuracy, target discriminations, multiple target engagements, and shooting on the move, and performance on demand.

Topics Covered
- Training Methodology
- Performance on Demand
- Diagnosis of Errors in Marksmanship
- Combat Mindset
- Fundamentals of Pistol Marksmanship
- Strong Hand/Other Strong Hand Shooting
- Draw Stroke
Required Equipment:
Pistol & Holster
900 Rounds Pistol
4 Pistol Magazines
Pistol Magazine Carrier (Belt or Drop Leg)
Eye Protection
Ear Protection
Weapons Cleaning Kit

Location: TBD – Evansville, IN

Cost: $675.00

To Register: Northernredtraining.com

___________________________________________
Students will receive 16 LETB Hours